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Friday, January 7th

**FRIDAY MORNING 8:30-9:15**

Registration

**FRIDAY MORNING 9:15-11:30**

Session chair: MATTHEW SAYRE Stanford University

GABRIEL PRIETO, Yale University
  Characterizing Ritual Activities in an Early Fishing Village of the Peruvian North Coast

CHRISTOPHER MILAN, Yale University
  Life on the Margin: Preliminary Data from the Initial Period Hamlets of Anchucaya, Chillaco and Sisicaya

CHARLES ORTLOFF, University of Chicago, CFD Consultants International,
  MICHAEL E. MOSELEY, University of Florida, RUTH SHADY SOLIS, Director,
  North Central Coast Peruvian Archaeology Instituto Nacional de Cultura, DANIEL SANDWEISS, University of Maine, DAVID KEEFER, United States Geological Survey, ANA LONDONO G., Saint Louis University
  2600-1800 BCE Caral: Environmental Change and Agricultural/ Maritime Resource Collapse at the End of the Late Archaic Period

MARCO CURATOLA-PETROCCHI, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Peru
  The Sound and Shape of God’s Voice

**FRIDAY AFTERNOON 1:00-1:30**

Poster session, Wurster Hall foyer.

**FRIDAY AFTERNOON 1:30-5:00**

Session Chair: MARIA BRUNO, Lake Tahoe Community College

JEFFREY SPLITSTOSER, Institute for Andean Studies
  Early Paracas Textiles from the Paracas-Nasca Region of Peru

MERCEDES DELGADO, QALLTA
  Villa El Salvador: Un Sitio con Cerámica de la Costa Sur en el Valle Bajo de Lurin

JOSÉ CAPRILES, Washington University, JUAN ALBARRACIN-JORDAN, Fundación Bartolomé de las Casas
  Ritual and Social Interaction in the Southern Altiplano: Recent Research from the Sora River Caves, Bolivia
CAROL SCHULTZE, Historical Research Associates, Inc.
A Tiwanaku Enclave in the Metallurgical Landscape of Puno Bay, Lake Titicaca, Peru

VICTOR M. PONTE, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Prehispanic Andean Herders from the Callejon de Huaylas, Peru, A Case Study of Household Archaeology

ANDREW RODDICK, University of Victoria, John Janusek, Vanderbilt University
From Profanity to Profundity: (Grudgingly) Learning to Appreciate Tiwanaku ‘Ash Pits’ as Tiwanaku Cultural Practice

FRIDAY EVENING 5:15
Annual Business Meeting (IAS members only)

Saturday, January 8th

SATURDAY MORNING 8:30-9:15
Registration

SATURDAY MORNING 9:15-11:30
Session chair: STEFANIE BAUTISTA, Stanford University

CHRISTOPHER ARNETT, University of British Columbia
Moche Elite Burials and Iconographic Interpretation

BRIAN BILLMAN, University of North Carolina, JESUS BRICEÑO ROSARIO, Instituto Nacional de Cultura MOCHE, Inc.
Saving the Past by Investing in the Future: Community-based Site Preservation from the North Coast of Peru

LISA TREVER, Harvard University, JORGE GAMBOA VELÁSQUEZ, Proyecto Arqueológico Pañamarca – Área Monumental, RICARDO TORIBIO RODRÍGUEZ, Proyecto Arqueológico Pañamarca – Área Monumental, RICARDO MORALES GAMARRA, Universidad Nacional de Trujillo
Return to Pañamarca: Results of the 2010 Excavations in the Moche Monumental Area

JOANNE PILLSBURY, Dumbarton Oaks, CAROL MACKEY, California State University Northridge
Cosmology and Ritual on a Lambayeque Kero
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 1:00-1:30
Poster session, Wurster Hall foyer.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON 1:30-5:00
Session chair: ANNA HARKEY University of California at Berkeley

BOB BRADLEY, University of Texas-Pan American
Mapping the Pre-Columbian Trail in the Chachapoya Cloud Forest

ALICIA BOSWELL, UC San Diego, EVAN SURRIDGE, UNC Chapel Hill, BRIAN BILLMAN, UNC Chapel Hill
Rethinking the Role of Chaupiyunga People in the Prehistory of the North Coast of Peru: A Case Study from the Moche Valley

MATT SCHAUER, University of Illinois at Chicago
Life on the Frontier: the Distribution and Density of Occupation of Inca Fortifications in the Northern Highlands of Ecuador

PATRICE LECOQ, Université Paris Sorbonne
The Terraces with Mosaic from the Inca site of Choqek’iraw, in Peru.

STEVE KOSIBA, Monmouth University
Emplacing Inka Authority: The Conversion of Local Places and the Construction of Political Subjects Throughout Inka State Formation (Cusco, Perú)

LARRY COBEN, Sustainable Preservation Initiative, University of Pennsylvania
Is Every Platform an Usnu? And Vice-versa?

SATURDAY EVENING 8:00 (Open to the public)

CAROLYN DEAN, University of California at Santa Cruz
The Many Meanings of Inka Masonry

SATURDAY EVENING 9:00
President’s reception, Archaeological Research Facility
POSTERS
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in the Wurster foyer. Poster authors will be available between 1:00 pm and 1:30 pm daily.

JACOB BONGERS, University of Southern California, ELIZABETH ARKUSH, University of Pittsburgh, MICHAEL HARROWER, Johns Hopkins University
Landscapes of Death: GIS-based Analyses of Chullpas in the Western Lake Titicaca basin

PABLO CAHIZA, CONICET/UNCuyo Argentina - CSDC ASU United States, MARÍA JOSÉ OTS, CONICET/UNCuyo Argentina, JUAN PABLO AGUILAR, CONICET, Argentina, JORGE GARCÍA, CONICET/UNCuyo Argentina
Transitional Spaces in the Argentinean Middle-west: Late Societies of Valle Fértil, San Juan (A.D. 300-1500)

DANTE CASARETO MOGNASCHI
Route of a Divine Wari

DANIEL A. CONTRERAS, Stanford University
How Far to Conchucos? Assessing the Implications of Exotic Goods at Chavín de Huántar

RANDY HAAS, University of Arizona
Archaic Networks and Residential Sedentism in the Ilave Drainage, Titicaca Basin, Peru

VINCE LEE, Institute of Andean Studies
The Building of Sacsawaman Revisited

LIZETTE MUÑOZ, University of Pittsburgh, DAVID GOLDSTEIN, Institute of Andean Studies, STEVEN WERNKE, Vanderbilt University
Foodways at Malata, an Early Doctrina in the Southern Peruvian Highlands

PAUL SZPAK, The University of Western Ontario, JEAN-FRANÇOIS MILLAIRE, The University of Western Ontario, FRED J. LONGSTAFFE, The University of Western Ontario, CHRISTINE D. WHITE, The University of Western Ontario
Guano Fertilization on the Coast of Peru: An Isotopic Perspective